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narrative
the ecological footprint is defined 
as the measurement of demand 
people have on nature.

is there a way to reduce the size of is there a way to reduce the size of 
this footprint to help the world 
last longer?

what will happen to humanity 
when that footprint is taken 
away entirely?

is zombie-proof design a justified is zombie-proof design a justified 
solution? zombies are coming, and 
our footprint is going to be 
devoured. unless we can design 
communities that can withstand 
them. outlast them. survive them.

project
emphasisemphasis

exploring the properties of the 
ability to sustain, and the 
ecological footprint, by way of 
the threat of a zombie apocalypse.



what is a zombie?

outbreak types

class 1 - small
class 2 - medium
class 3 - large

class 4 - worldwide

one track mind
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firmitas

venustas

food
excercise

to what is a zombie?

sleep
experience

learn
play
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human needs

health

safety

welfare



they need to keep their head on

to what is a zombie?

zombie needs

well...
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concept menu

case studies

sketches old/new

needs

to project menu



building menu

to project menu

floor plans old/new

structure

zombie-proof



case study menu

to case study conclusions

safe house
kwk promes

nanjing sifang 
art museum
steven holl

“out of the 
gound, into 
the light”

shime coal mine

annie pfeiffer chapel
frank lloyd wright



case studies
safe house
kwk promes

openclosed

pros
- complete security of structure

- moveable walls
- entrances/exits controlled

cons 
- trapped
- too small- too small
- survivability

to case study menu



case studies

nanjing sifang 
art museum
steven holl

pros
- elevated structure

- bigger size
- limited access

- good vision of surroundings

cons
- not enough space in the upper - not enough space in the upper 

gallery
- only half of the building is safe
- could not support a community

to case study menu



case studies
pros

- way off the ground
- strong structure
- several stories

- looks like a haunted 
house

conscons
- not remote...

- difficult to escape
- not comfortable for 
an average person

to case study menu

shime coal mine



case studies

pros
- raised off the gound

- heavy walls
- many defensible locations
- designed by frank lloyd 

wright

conscons
- located in a populous area
- churches are usually the 
first place troubled people 

go

to case study menu

“out of the 
gound, into 
the light”

annie pfeiffer chapel
frank lloyd wright



case study conclusions
safe house
kwk promes

nanjing sifang 
art museum
steven holl

“out of the 
gound, into 
the light”

shime coal mine

annie pfeiffer chapel
frank lloyd wright

most protected

strongest structure

most controlled 
pathways

smallest

worst location

difficult to escape

might not be protected 
by god

to concept menu

most livable



to site menu

location



location

the middle of nowhere

questions to consider about
the site:

is it remote?

source of fresh water?

capacity to produce food?

natural defenses?natural defenses?

minneapolis

sibley county

area of site



climate

“harsher is safer.”
- max brooks

desert
tundra
mountain
island

everyday person’s optionseveryday person’s options

minnesota

dynamic weather
hot summers
freezing winters

to site menu



sketches old



back to concept menu
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farming facility
cafeteria
gym

residential units
properties of structure to properties of structure to 
satisfy the five senses, plus 

the sixth.

classrooms
library
workspace
rec center

amphitheateramphitheater

human needs

back to concept menu



knowledge
smell - sight

food
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touch - sight - smell - hear
work
sleep
relax

back to plan slide

platform level 5



platform level 4

smell - sight
work
relax

back to plan slide

farming facility



relax
health care

back to plan slide

belief - touch - sight - hear

platform level 3



play
learn

smell - taste

food

platform level 2

back to plan slide



old plans

basement

ground level

second level

third level

top level

to new plans



new plans

basement

ground level

platform level

platform level 2

platform level 3

platform level 4

platform level 5

to building menu



safe entrances

workspace

back to plan slide

basement and 
ground level



back to platform 3



back to platform 2



back to platform 3



back to platform



back to platform



zombie-proof menu

shape

entrances/exits

platform

to project menu



structure menu

ventilation

water collection

natural light

energy

to building menu



water collection

to rest of 
building

drink
bathe
wash

back to structure menu



ventilation

the staggering dome allows air to 
circulate, as well as the aroma of 
the plantlife inside the building. 

good smell > zombie smell

smell

back to structure menu

peaceful



natural light

light for vision

to structure menu

staggered
levels

glass top ceilings for the 
green houses/farm for 
year round sunlight

windows on all sides indirect light 
for library

bright morning 
light for chapel

center for day-long 
lighting



energy solar

mechanical space for energy

able to produce electricity when 
grid is down

generators
geothermal

manual production

work
experience
control

back to structure menu



shape

sharp angles
controlled entrances/exits

seperate wings combined with a large core

to zombie proof menu



platform

vegitation
soil

filter fleece
drainage layer

waterproofing membrane
concrete slab

concrete pillars

raised 15 feet above the ground

green roofing to enjoy a “landscape” 
above the landscape

zombies cannot jump

to zombie proof menu



entrances/exits

emergency exits

one main garage entrance

loading dock

only ways to main 
community areas

-controlled
-minimal
-escapeable

sliding wall
details

to zombie proof menu wanderer entrance
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conclusion

a design for people

elaborated zombie-proof 
design

my next step for this thesis

any advice

thank you for an excellent thank you for an excellent 
experience at ndsu

to index

?




